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Office telephone systems can be a few telephones connected with each other and to the world
through a device that is called the PABX or the Public Automatic Branching Exchange or thousands
of lines of a large office that are in continual communication with each other and the rest of the
world. 

Small business telephone systems could possibly be multiline systems in the offices of the small
businesses. While it all began with the telephone operator manning the device which could control
the connections between any two lines and connecting the office lines with the outside world with a
telephone at that end, it has become more sophisticated now with new office telephone systems
device taking up much of the manual functions of the telephone operator.

Just a few years ago, office phone systems in a small setup were simple PBX systems. These
systems (PBX or public branching exchanges) usually consisted of switches connecting to
extensions lines.

Current technology offers more sophisticated and dynamic options available to customers.

To get the best option for small business telephone systems, it is very important to understand the
complete requirement. Finding the objective and scope of the new telephone system needed in the
office environment. Best solutions then can be found for the particular case. It is reasonable to
mention here that each office of a small or big business has its own specific need that needs to be
addressed to find the best option. Hence, it is a good idea to take the help of a professional telecom
company who can put together a customized solution for you. These professional telecom solutions
companies work with telephone companies and specialized software developing companies to
custom manufacture the most appropriate solution for your office telephone systems needs. Thus a
customized solution can be found which is cost effective in a specified time frame that is acceptable
to you and the provider of this service.

There are also ready-made solutions for small business telephone systems that can be studied to
find if they suit your need. These solutions may be cheaper than the customized ones and if majority
of your requirements are fulfilled by these ready to install systems then it could be a better idea to
go for them.

The modern small business telephone systems are not just the telephone network within the office
environment with a PABX or even the latest VoIP systems in place. Many more facilities can now be
incorporated in the office telephone systems that take off the burden from a lot of office staff.  A
wide variety of devices, resources, applications and low-cost lines are added to the basic office
telephone systems to make them work hard for your business.  
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John kumar is author of this article and writes about Telecom news. For further details about a small
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